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Anytime God is moving in one direction, you can be sure the
devil is moving the _________ direction. Likewise, when the people of
God begin to make progress, they can expect __________ (Eph 6:12).
When the devil fights against you, he doesn’t fight ______ (Eph
6:11, 2 Cor 2:11). Satan will do whatever he has to do to _______ you.
Nehemiah was a man of ________. He shows us how to
_________ the devil’s dirty tricks.
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1. He Will ________ at You. 4:1-5
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Sanballat tried to embarrass God’s people _________. Tobiah
poked fun at them by saying, “If a ____ climbed on your wall, it would
collapse.” Nehemiah did not ________ or debate with his critics.
Instead he turned to God in ________ (1:5-11; 2:4; 4:4-5; 5:19; 6:9,14;
13:14,22,29). A Christian soldier must learn to fight on his _______
(Pro 18:10, Ps 46:1).
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God’s people were about _____- way finished with their building
program when they started getting discouraged. Verse 6 explains that
they kept __________ in spite of mockery and discouragement because
their _______ was in it. The first group to become discouraged was the
tribe of _______.
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Nehemiah encouraged the workers to stay close to their
_________. He told them to “__________ the Lord.”
The people went to work with a weapon in one hand and a
_______ in the other.
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